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About SPARK TURN/ Great urban design includes street furniture 
that relates to the life surrounding it – to the humans who 

use it and the environment in which it exists. At SPARK TUR 
we incorporate this holistic concept into the design and 

fabrication of street furniture, focusing on both the aesthetic 
and the practical. We help create places for life to happen –  

for interaction and relaxation, inspiration and reflection.

SPARK TURN are proud to be a principal supplier of street furniture 
for all applications, providing clients the convenience of  

a single supply source for urban projects. We serve a wide 
ranging client base across all sectors of the community, 
including government, construction, design, education  

and private, all of which are provided the expertise, care  
and service that is the SPARK  TURN brand. 

Better cities begin  
at street level.



Why SPARK TURN ?/ With over 30 years of excellence in providing 
landscape infrastructure products and projects, our skills, 

experience and service are second to none in the Australian 
market. Our team have dealt with virtually every circumstance 

products and bespoke designs to completing large-scale 
project rollouts with challenging logistics.

Take your project from 
concept to completion, 
with the support of our 
industry specialists.





Your vision, your project, 
our expertise - seamlessly 
brought together.



Project Consulting/ Discussing your project in its early stages 
saves valuable time and resources on the finished product.  
SPARK  TURN are at the forefront of the urban landscape 
infrastructure industry and have the knowledge and expertise 
to help with every stage of your project. From research and 
concept development to final construction and installation 
detailing, enjoy peace of mind knowing that SPARK TURN will bring 
your project to life.



Custom Projects/ SPARK TURN are bespoke urban furniture  
project specialists. With our expert knowledge of materials, 
processes, specification and installation we channel your 
project from concept to completion, and ensure that it will 
install properly, perform as expected and last the distance. 

The attention to detail 
that your project 
deserves is SPARK TURN 
standard practice.





Standard Range/ SPARK TURN o�er a wide selection of stock 
products, ranging in style from traditional to contemporary  
and utility focused to highly refined. We use the highest  
quality, sustainably sourced and best performing materials 
available, in a wide selection of finishes.

With form and function 
in mind, SPARK TURN have a 
solution for every project.







Environmental/ SPARK  TURN encourage a culture of environmental 
sensitivity. We reduce the impact of our industry through 

sustainable practices, such as the use of recycled material  

clients a variety of recycled and certified timbers, as well as 
recycled plastics and composite materials.

Environmental 
responsibility is a choice 
that we make practical  
and convenient for you.



SPARKLab TURN/ The place where inspiration meets research - 
where resident designers, artists and innovators explore 

concepts, create prototypes and trial new processes.

We invest time, space  
and freedom into igniting 
the imagination.
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